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Running courses for men:
the Greenwich & Lewisham
experience

Karon Watkin, NCT antenatal teacher and postnatal leader,
began running sessions for partners when a dad joked, ‘There’s
nothing for men’.

I have been running Early Days postnatal
courses for about three years. The first
session went so well that I have made it a
regular part of the Early Days courses that
I run – there are six daytime sessions for
the new mothers and one evening session
for the partners. I call these ‘partners’
sessions’, not ‘dads sessions’ as
occasionally the partner in a same-sex
couple joins us.

Getting partners involved
The uptake of Early Days places is very
high for partners I have worked with
previously as an antenatal teacher. They
don’t ever ask what is involved or how it
works – they just want to know where and
when and presume they will have a good
time! It’s a very different picture if the Early
Days course is the first NCT course the
couple have booked. They are more
cautious, asking if they have to come, how
long it will last and what they will have to
talk about. Some come because their
partner has encouraged them. Others
simply say it sounded like a good idea and
they hadn’t got friends with small babies, or
it was an excuse to go to the pub! It
increases attendance if I give early notice of
the date for the session, so I try to email
details at the beginning of the course. I
have run a session with a range of two
partners to 12. The average is seven, which
works really well. If I have run two groups
quite close together then I have joined the
groups up – especially if the uptake from
one is likely to be low.

Choosing the right venue
I always offer the choice of coming to my
house (where the day-time sessions take
place) or going to a local pub. The majority
choose the latter, but I think it’s important to

offer the choice, so as not to exclude
people who don’t drink alcohol or might not
feel comfortable going to a pub. Twice,
dads have said they were disappointed not
to be coming with their babies – although
they admitted that because the babies were
having frequent breastfeeds, the
practicalities would have been difficult. I
make sure I choose a pub near to where
the majority of the group live.

Sharing birth experiences
During the first 20 minutes people arrive
and find the group. If all the partners
already know each other well then it is easy
to get started – at other times I ask for
introductions then allow ordinary talk for a
while. When we get started, I always begin
by talking about confidentiality. This is
particularly important as their partners are
meeting during the day – and always want
to know what we’ve talked about! I give a
brief talk about how these sessions started
and how they work, namely that I will
suggest topics for discussion but they can
raise any subject.

I always start by asking if anyone would
like to talk about their birth experience.
Depending on the group, this can be the
only topic we have time for – just like new
mothers, partners really want to debrief
experiences, especially bad ones. They
might talk about how they felt powerless to
help and how they were ignored by
midwives and doctors. Some have
described how it feels to watch someone
carry out a rough vaginal examination, and
how it looked as if their partner was being
assaulted but they felt unable to stop this.
They talk about the stress of watching their
partner in pain for hours – how exhausting
it was and how they felt less and less able
to be useful as they became desperately

In the Working with Parents
section this issue we focus on the
needs of fathers.

At the NCT, we pride ourselves
on our parent-centred services.
But how well do we recognise and
respond to the concerns and
needs of fathers?

Part of the NCT diploma
training and ongoing professional
development involves considering
how to involve fathers. Some NCT
antenatal teachers, postnatal
leaders and breastfeeding
counsellors are exploring new
formats such as with more
sessions designed especially for
men only, in addition to the
sessions for women or couples
that they already run. (In this issue
Karon Watkin explains how she
runs sessions for partners.)

Some antenatal teachers are co-
running groups with a male
facilitator, such as the male
manager of the Sure Start centre
or a new father. The Fatherhood
Institute has piloted fathers-only
antenatal sessions called ‘Hit the
Ground Crawling’. Co-led by
trained health professionals and
new fathers, these sessions offer
the chance to explore both the
emotional and practical side of
becoming a father.

I am interested in hearing about
more examples of innovative work.
If you are willing to share your
experiences please contact me or
the New Digest editor.

Suzanne Fowler-Evans, Head of
Professional Services

The Working with
Parents section
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hot and tired. If the actual birth was difficult,
people talk about being terrified watching
the force used by doctors during a
ventouse, forceps or caesarean birth. It is
quite common to hear them say, ‘I just kept
thinking, there’s no way a baby can survive
this’. Someone recently said ‘I knew I was
supposed to look brave – but I was really
bricking it at that stage. I don’t think she
realised just how brutal they were being.
She couldn’t see the doctor leaning
backwards with the force of pulling on our
baby’s head’. After births like this, it is
common for people to admit to having
flashbacks. One man said, ‘I couldn’t sleep
for quite a few nights – I just kept seeing it
over and over again – I suppose I felt really
traumatised. And I kept thinking to myself
“I can’t go through that ever again”.’
Without exception, people talk about the
bravery of their partner and it is really
touching to hear them talk about how
incredibly proud they feel – that it has given
them such a deep respect for women. One
man said ‘I’m glad I saw it – men need to
see what their partners go through. I’m full
of so much love and pride to see how
strong she was – I hope that feeling never
leaves me. I don’t want to ever forget.’

Of course, not all experiences are
negative and recently I was with a group of
ten men who had all had very positive
experiences. I had already heard about the
births from the women and was interesting
to hear the stories again from a different
perspective. This group spoke about how
calm their partners were, how they were
able to do things to help and how wonderful
the midwives were.

Feeding issues
We usually go on to talk about the early
days post-birth and this always includes
feeding issues. Partners report very
different experiences, depending on how
the birth went, how the mother is
recovering, and who else is around. Some
partners feel stressed and excluded if there
are grandparents staying. It’s not unusual to
hear partners say they would prefer to go
through the birth experience again rather
than those first two weeks. Others talk
about how magical they found the early
days and how they hated going back to
work – they feel envious of their partner
being at home with the baby.

If breastfeeding has not gone well,
discussion on this topic takes a lot of time.
Again, they talk about feeling helpless and
stressed if their partner has been upset.
Some talk about ‘just wanting to fix it’ – even
if that meant giving the baby formula as it
was so horrible to see their partner
distressed. They talk about how it takes
over everything:

• How many minutes did the baby suck?
• If she cries straight away do you just

keep putting her back on?
• How long do you do that for when your

partner is crying the whole time?
• Which advice do you listen to when

every piece of advice is contradictory?

Many admit they started to think, ‘It’s like
the birth – you both wanted one thing but it
becomes obvious that it’s just not going to
happen – you’ve just got to deal with it. But
she kept saying what a bad mum she was
and how really important it is to breastfeed.’

One dad said, ‘It was really doing my
head in – it was spoiling everything. It was
agonising to watch her go through that. She
cried for days when we eventually decided
to switch to bottles but then she actually
started to enjoy being a mum’. Some men
admit to being envious about the mother
feeding. ‘I just want to help, take the
pressure off her sometimes, but she’s the
only one who can give baby what he wants.
I keep asking her when she’s going to start
expressing – I can’t wait to get involved’.
Others are envious of those who are doing
a regular bottle feed. I’ve tried to explore
this in more depth. They talk about watching
the milk go down and the baby looking so
satisfied. They also describe the baby
staring into their eyes while they are doing
the feed and how they talk to them. ‘It’s a
great bonding thing,’ said one dad. ‘I just
love that late night feed – it’s just me and
him. If I had breasts then I’d love to do it but
as I haven’t, this is the next best thing’.

Another favourite topic is the time they
spend with their babies. Most partners
openly express their love for their little ones
and it’s common to hear phrases like ‘Does
anyone else’s do that thing where...’ and
‘Don’t you just love it when they...’. Other
comments are, ‘I’m best at the winding’ or
‘The bathing is my department’. It is
common to hear someone say ‘I hate going
to work now. And I’m out of that place on the

dot at the end of the day – I can’t wait to get
back to them’. They relish this time when
they are on their own with the baby and they
talk a lot about how their baby knows them.

Relationships
Other topics that are covered in these
sessions are relationships and, for the
dads-only group, fatherhood. For Early
Days courses, I have only worked
separately with mothers and fathers, so
aside from antenatal courses I do not have
experience of couple work. It suits me to
only do one session in the evening for
partners and the other sessions for mothers
during the day. When I ask for feedback, I
have considered asking questions about
more partners’ sessions or couples’ courses
but haven’t done so as it seems unfair when
I can’t offer different formats. Most partners
do comment on only having one session.

However, I am happy that partners seem
to speak very openly about their
experiences as birth partners and new
parents in the time we have. I wonder if this
would be different if they were in a mixed
group. They speak freely about negative
feelings and explore difficulties in their
relationships, and can do this without the
consequences of their other halves hearing
it. I do not aim to offer relationship therapy –
just an opportunity to explore feelings in a
safe environment. In the same way that I
am very clear about the daytime sessions
being totally mother-focused, these evening
groups are absolutely about the dads or
partners – they recognise this and
consequently feel able to express what their
journey into parenthood has been so far. I
love my work with dads and partners and
feel very fortunate to be able to see all
clients before and after the births of their
babies and share some of the joy (and
disappointments) along the way. I know
from evaluations that this is a valuable
service to offer but the added bonus is the
way it constantly informs my practice,
always reminding me that the birth of a baby
impacts on so many people and their
relationships.
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